An article published online on April 14, 2016, in *JAMA Oncology*[^1] proposed that “a paradigm shift to reduce overtreatment of indolent tumors” is to be created by changing the name of encapsulated follicular variant papillary thyroid carcinoma (EFVPTC) to “noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features” (NIFTP). This revised nomenclature essentially reclassifies these tumors from the current status as “low risk” or “very low risk” cancers to being not cancers at all. The article has been viewed some 80,000 times online and has created quite a stir in endocrine and endocrine surgery circles, and even was highlighted in the *New York Times* where the lay public was advised that they may have been overtreated for a tumor that was not cancer.

The article derived from deliberations of a panel of two endocrinologists, one thyroid surgeon, and 24 pathologists from seven countries, with the conclusions based on follow-up outcome data on a comparison of 109 noninvasive EFVPTC patients and 101 invasive EFVPTC patients from 13 sites in five countries. All 109 of the noninvasive patients were alive with no evidence of disease after 10–26 years of follow-up (even though none had received 131-I ablation and 67/109 had only lobectomy) whereas adverse events such as biochemical or structural recurrences or death were seen in 12 of the 101 patients with invasive EFVPTC.

Historically, EFVPTC accounts for 10–20% of all thyroid cancers, with a frequency increasing two- to threefold over the past several decades, and largely accounts for the universally observed increasing frequency of thyroid cancer worldwide. Approximately half of all FVPTCs are of the encapsulated, noninvasive type, and typically show a low risk of recurrence. The nuclear features of these tumors are very similar to those of classic PTC with nuclear pseudo-inclusions, crowding of nuclei, clear nuclei, and nuclear grooves. Yet they tend to have a follicular growth pattern rather than a papillary growth pattern and do not contain psammoma bodies. On a molecular basis, they may demonstrate RAS mutations but not the BRAFV600E mutation seen in the invasive tumors. Truly invasive tumors are likely to show intratumoral fibrosis, tumor necrosis, >3 mitoses/hpf, and possibly some discrete areas of poorly differentiated carcinoma. The authors, having observed the generally indolent behavior of the encapsulated noninvasive variant, have thus proposed that they be classified as nonmalignant. This reclassification could have profound effects on how patients with these tumors will be treated and we have to ask whether the data presented and the conclusions reached may be premature.

Indeed, there are patients seen and described in whom the biologic behavior of these tumors was not uniformly benign. In some series, up to one-third of the tumors showed invasiveness with one patient even recurring after 11 years. Of the 61 cases reported by Liu et al. (2), three patients had lymph node metastases; although with strict pathologic criteria for truly noninvasive...
encapsulated tumors, there were no recurrences or adverse events even in the 31 patients treated by only lobectomy. In the series by Chan et al.\[4\], 27/107 patients had positive lymph node metastases and one had distant metastases. Finnerty et al.\[5\] have warned that encapsulated well-circumscribed FVPTC tumors may still have a notable incidence of lymph node metastases. Only 1/62 patients reported by Vivero et al.\[8\] had a recurrence, and two of the co-authors of the JAMA report previously have described a patient with distant metastases\[1]. Conceivably, with attention to more rigorous pathologic criteria and complete examination of the tumor capsule, these cases with poor outcomes might have been reclassified as invasive initially.

It is curious that given such an extremely common tumor that the reclassification proposed is based on so few data, i.e., 109 and 101 patients from 13 sites in five different countries. We can ask how complete the follow-up data were as collected by pathologists, who unlike clinical endocrinologists, are not the physicians who follow these patients. The statistical analysis seems complex for a retrospective analysis with no power calculation, no blinding or independent validation, and such a relatively small number of adverse events. Moreover, we were puzzled for some time over the significance of the RAS mutations in these tumors\[8,9\]. In regard to long-term significance as to whether the mutation suggests a premalignant state, and if longer term follow-up would be valuable to so determine. Indeed, Gupta et al.\[10\] recommended total thyroidectomy for these tumors, even while recognizing that lymph node and distant metastases are infrequent. Finally, an important mechanism for collection and collation of cancer outcome data is through national and international databases and one might ask whether these tumors will be lost to follow-up if not designated as “cancers” and we would thus be deprived of the long-term outcome data.

Will this reclassification actually change the management of these tumors? The American Thyroid Association (ATA) risk stratification system\[11\] classifies “low-risk tumors” as having all microscopic tumor resected, no local or distant metastases, no vascular or locoregional invasion, no aggressive histologic variant (e.g., tall cell, columnar, hobnail, insular), and no isotope uptake outside of the thyroid bed should radioiodine be administered. These “NIFTP” tumors readily fall into this low-risk category, and as such the ATA Guidelines suggest that lobectomy or lobectomy and isthmusectomy should suffice as surgical treatment without need for total thyroidectomy and its inherent greater surgical risk. Thus, a thyroid nodule with an indeterminate cytology (AUS, FLUS) or even one that is definitely PTC but only 1 cm or less, would not demand total thyroidectomy, and lobectomy alone would suffice according to the current ATA Guidelines. The arguments raised for these EFVPTC tumors are similar to those for papillary microcarcinoma, and the guidelines also allow for not administering radioiodine for ablation of these low-risk tumors.

A non-aggressive treatment approach is supported by studies such as reported by Schwartz et al.\[12\] of 1298 low-risk patients with differentiated thyroid carcinoma in whom overall survival was no different from those who received radioiodine ablation than in those treated by surgery alone. Similarly, Kim et al.\[13\] found radioiodine ablation to offer no significant difference in survival in 704 microcarcinoma patients of low to intermediate risk after follow-up for five years. We have tended to attribute the excellent outcome data seen with papillary microcarcinoma to our surgical management, whereas it is possible that the behavior of these tumors might be quite indolent even without surgery. This, in fact, has been shown by a report\[14\] of 570 patients with biopsy proven PTC demonstrating good outcomes without thyroidectomy after up to 15 years of follow-up. Similarly, Ito et al.\[15\] exercised nonoperative management on 340 patients with adverse outcomes (lymph nodes; increase in tumor size) seen in only 6% at 5 years and 16% at 10 years, with 109/340 ultimately undergoing surgery and no patients showing recurrences. In a subsequent study\[16\] of 1235 patients with papillary microcarcinoma, Ito et al. observed a greater rate of progression (8.9%) in younger patients < age 40 than the rate (1.6%) in patients > age 60.

The authors of the JAMA Oncology article aver that their reclassification will benefit more than 45,000 patients worldwide by reducing the psychological burden of a cancer diagnosis, and by reducing medical and surgical overtreatment and cost. There clearly will be benefits that patients may derive from this reclassification, but I believe that we will need to have well-controlled longer term studies to confirm and validate the recommendation. Conceivably, tumors called FVPTC by pathologists in the past may not strictly conform to the diagnosis of “non-invasive” EFVPTC or NIFTP because a complete examination of the capsule and description of the other criteria were lacking. So it is not at all clear that patients have been previously overtreated with too much surgery and/or too much radioactive iodine. Indeed, this name change may not change management significantly at all because low-volume clinical practitioners are unlikely to be aware of it, while the more experienced thyroid clinicians at major medical centers are already following the less aggressive therapy advocated in our guidelines, and will be sufficiently aware to recognize patient outliers with the less common malignancies that require more intensive therapy and/or follow up. Perhaps ultrasonographic features of these tumors may identify which ones will have more aggressive behavior and thereby guide subsequent
therapy[17]. Nevertheless, although the reclassification is far from groundbreaking, it will serve as a very useful tool in getting us to continue to rethink the management of small thyroid cancers with typically indolent behavior. But as most eloquently stated several centuries ago, “What’s in a name? that which we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet”[18]and therefore perhaps “a rose is a rose is a rose”[19].
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